Forest Restoration and Wildfire Mitigation
Flying J Ranch Park
BACKGROUND
In 2017, Jeffco Open Space (JCOS) and Denver Mountain Parks (DMP) were jointly awarded a State Fire Assistance
Wildland Urban Interface Grant to complete 50 and 100 acres of forest restoration and wildfire mitigation,
respectively. This funding is being used for fire risk reduction, wildlife habitat improvement, and forest health
enhancement in and around Flying J Ranch Park, where JCOS staff have been implementing forest management
projects since 2000.
This project will focus on reducing the densities of mixed conifer stands, promoting aspen stands, creating
lodgepole regeneration patch cuts, and restoring ponderosa pine forests. Over time, this effort will create a
landscape more resistant to catastrophic wildfire and insect damage by increasing the diversity of tree species,
age classes, and distribution patterns within the park. This project will also enhance visitor safety by removing
hazardous trees around the main parking lot, the picnic area, and priority trail corridors.

Sample of pre-treatment area

Example of post-thinning and mastication
from past project

Example of landscape recovery after
two years

Some areas of the park will experience significant change as JCOS staff and contractors remove trees and create
continuous fuel breaks. Visitors can expect to see intermittent closures, equipment and crews throughout the
park for the next two and a half years. A project map and additional information can be found on the reverse side
of this sheet.
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Disclaimer: This information/map is the property of
Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS), Jefferson
County, Colorado and is copyrighted material. Reproduction,
manipulation or distribution of this product is prohibited
without the prior written consent of JCOS staff. Jefferson
County does not warrant the completeness, accuracy, or
correctness of this product, its use for any purpose, and
shall not be liable for damages of any kind arising from use
of the product or for any errors or inaccuracies.
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PROJECT DETAILS
• Expect trail closures primarily on
Monday–Thursday
• Be aware of signs and respect closures!
Heavy, dangerous equipment will be in use

TIMELINE
State Fire Assistance Wildland Urban Interface
Grant awarded to JCOS and DMP 2017
Forest inventories and project layout—2018

including chainsaws, masticators, hydraulic tree

Tree removal began—Fall 2018

shears, grinders, and trucks.

Estimated project completion—Winter 2020

• Short-term impacts to the landscape will result in
long-term habitat enhancement

Boundaries and timeline are subject to change.

CONTACT US

Open Space

Questions?
Steve Murdock, Natural Resources Team Lead
smurdock@jeffco.us | 303.271.5998
More Information
www.jeffco.us/3343
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